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1. THE MAIN IDEA 
In this paper we will compare the weighted maximum error achieved by 
approximation defined by interpolation with weighted minimax criteria. 
We use the following notation: 
p*(x) is the interpolation polynomial on the net {xi);=1 ; 
j(x) (of degree IZ - 1) is the weighted minimax approximation defined by 
(1) 
or 
IV-$ II0 G IV-P II0 3 
where p(x) is any polynomial of degree less than IZ and p(x) is the weight 
function. p(x) is positive but can be zero at the endpoints. 
The error functions are 
and 
e*(x) = f(x) - P*(X) 
w = f(x) -B(x), 
with 
M* = II e* IID and ii-3 = II 8 jlp .
Inequality (1) immediately gives M* > A?I. 
We first state a theorem given by Gustafson [2] which generalizes a result 
by Powell [6]. 
THEOREM 1. 
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where I,(x) is the polynomial of degree less than II \shich satisfies the relatiotw 
fi(sj) = 0, i 7-- j 
ftir ,j : 1, 2 . . . . . II 
= 1, i=j 
and a < xi < b for i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. 6(x) - e*(x) = p*(x) -j(x) is a polynomial of degree less than 
n satisfying &xi) - e*(xi) = a(xJ for i = I, 2 ,..., n. 
Then we have 
i?(x) - e*(x) = i 6(.ui) I,(.\-) 
and we get 
n PW It I li(X)l 
= j @) - ,F; p<xi> . e^w w 1 < I 2(x)1 + A ,F; --&-$ . 
Multiplying by p(x) and maximizing we get 
Q.E.D. 
Now, let the interpolation operator be L. Then the norm of L is 
n I 44l II L III) = ,t$-j,“=& P(X) c - 3 . . i-1 Ptxi) 
the same number which occurs in Theorem 1. /I L jj,, can immediately be 
applied to bound the influence of rounding errors in the function values: 
II P*(x) - @(x)1!, < c . n I &>I .!g& p(x) c ___ i=l PCxi) ’ 
where E is an upper bound of the modulus of the rounding errors in the 
function values and H(x) is the interpolation polynomial in the approximate 
function values. For p(x) = 1 this was shown in [5]. 
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2. A SPECIFIC CLASS OF WEIGHT FUNCTIONS 
In this section we discuss how to choose the interpolation points when the 
weighted maximum norm of h(x) is defined as 
II W)ll, = $I!~, (1 - x>a(l + XY I h(x)l. 
Our problem is to choose the net {xi}zl so that IV*/& is “close” to 1. The 
numerical experiments lead us to choose the zeros of Pr-**26-))(x), where 
Pc’9s)(x) is the Jacobi polynomial of degree it with weightfunction 
(;- ~)~(l + x)6. Doing so we get a near optimal solution. In Theorem 2 an 
asymptotic limit value when n ---f co is given for M*/@. This limit value is 
independent of (Y and /3. Note that for cy = j? = 0 we get the well-known 
Chebyshev abscissas and the result of Powell [6]. 
To show Theorem 2 we need some lemmas. Most of these results can be 
found in [7]. We use the following notations: 
P(“I,B)(~) is the Jacobi polynomial of degree n with weight function 
(1 - x”)“(l +x)0, 
J,(x) is the Bessel function of first kind of order LY, 
r(x) is the Gamma function, 
44 - B(n) in the sense that the ratio of A(rz)/B(n) -+ 1 as n + 03. 
LEMMA 1 [see 7, Theorem 8.21.12 and formula (4.1 .l)]. Let iy > - 1 and fl 
be arbitrary and real. Then we have 
and 
where N =J II + (CX + p + 1)/2; E is afixedpositive number. 
LEMMA 2 (see [7, Theorem 7.32.41). Let 01 and p be arbitrary and real; 
c is a .fixed positive constant. Then 
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LEMMA 3 (see [7, Theorem 8.9.11). Let CY. ,B -1 and /3 .’ ---I and let 
0 < 91 < 62 < ‘.. < 8, < 77/2 be zeros of P$*B’(cos 0). Then 
A; p($(cos 0,) ’ - V--31--BQ(n’L+‘), v = 1 , 2,. ., r. 
LEMMA 4 (see [ 1, formula (6.1.46)]). 
Qn -I- a) 
Note. Putting a = 2a + 4 and b = 1 in Lemma 4 we get 
LEMMA 5 (see 17, formula (1.71.7)]). The foZfowing asymptotic formula 
holds: 
Note that 
2 
1 J,(z)! < ~ 
! i 
l/2 1:2 
r!zI 
+ / qz-39 N + 
( 1 
/ z / -‘i2. 
LEMMA 6 (see 17, Theorem 8.9.1, formula (8.9.5), Theorem 8.1.2, and 
formula (8.1.4)]). Let 01 > - 1, p > -1, and let 0 < o1 < 8, < ... < 
8, < 7r be the zeros ~fP~~~‘(cos 0). Then 13~ = (i7r f 0(l))/n, with U(1) being 
uniformly bounded for all values of i = 1, 2 ,..., n; n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . If cy == 0, 
then 
Furthermore, 
gzj (P~qcos e)} - U(n1i2) jsin 2” je’-+(cos 1,“-‘. 
The zeros from a fixed interval in the interior of [0, 7r] can be written in a 
more precise form. 
LEMMA 7 (see [7, formulas (8.9.8) and (8.8.1)]). Let {cos t3,}El be the zeros 
of P:,@‘(x) in the interval [E, v - E], where E is a fixed positive number and 
01 > -1, /3 > -1. Then 
8, = ((i - +&r - y -+ ki,r + <J/N, 
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where 
y = -(a + N42), 
N = n + (a + p + 1)/Z 
k is an integer independent of i and n, 
E, + 0 when n + co. 
Furthermore, 
Note that 
1 sin(NB$ + r)l = 1 sin (N * (i - Q)n - L’ kn ’ en -k y)i N 1. 
LEMMA 8. Let {cos 6’,}yZl be the zeros of P:*“(x) and let 8 E (0, 7) befixed. 
Then 
c sin Bi ’ 2 - - n In IZ. 
~coss-coss&l/w cos e - cos ei ir 
Proof. For brevity we write c for cos 0, ci 
Let 6 be a positive fixed number such that -1 
for n > l/6 
for cos Oi , and si for sin Oi . 
A- 6 < cos 0 < 1 - 8. Then 
,c-;>l, I *I = ,,>>, 12% I + l,,,<,~c.,<d 17% I I, 92 1 -. 1  
= W> + li.,,E,,,, I r%I zI. 
Now we know from Lemma 7 that Oi = (ir + k, + c,(i))/(n + k,), where 
kl and k, are independent of i and n and c,(i) + 0 when n -+ 00. 
We now determine 
se = l,n<;ci,<6 I & I . . 
using the Euler-MacLaurin formula with a strict error bound 
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We split the interval l/n -.: : c - ci 1 < S into two parts such that 
cos Q,., 
cos e - 6 cos d 
I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I II 
[ 
,1 
cos Q ;- 6 
, j , , , , (, ,& 
, IIIII 
0 
t 
cos 8,: 
t’ 
I 
2 cos 8, 
si sin((i77 $ kl)/n) sin((i7r + Q/n) -- 
c - ci c - cos((i7r + k,)/n) 
= O(1) . 
c - cos((i7r + k,),/n) ’ 
which can be seen by writing 
si = sin 
using the McLaurin expansions of 
cos 4) 4) 
n + k, 
and sin - 
n + k, 
and finally using the fact that c - ci > I/n. 
Hence 
while 
- (n/7r)(ln(cos 0 - cos OVI) - ln(cos 0 - cos e,J) 
I R(n)1 d( sin&v + W4 + 
sin((v,rr + kJn) 
2 cos 8 - cos((vl~ + kJn) cos 0 - cos((v27r + kJn) ) 
sin((tm + kJ/n) 
cos 0 - cos((t7r + kJn) II df - Ocn) 
since 1 c - ci 1 > l/n, and hence negligible. 
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In the same way we get 
i+*+ ( n cos 0 - cos 0,) - In(cos 0 - cos 19,)) 
and finally 
cos 0 - cos ey4 
cos e - cos ey3 1 
-,!,nS.8 2 1 
?7 (l/n, . (l/n) --G n n ‘?. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let the netpoints {x~)~=~ be the zeros of P~,‘&-~,zs-~‘(x) and 
p(x) = (1 - x)“(l + x)O, 01 3 0, and /3 3 0. Then 
Proof. Since Pz,a’ (x) = (- l)if PA?“‘( -x) we only study x belonging to 
[0, I]. Put x = cos 6 which gives p(x) = 2a+B si+(8/2) cos26(8/2), where 
19 E [0, n/2]. We put 
= p(x) j p~---)*2fl-+)(sy)~ f 1 
i=l ( x - xi 1 p(x,) 1 Py+,++yxJ . 
We first look at A(x) = p(x) j P~~-132E-1)(~)l when 0 < x < 1. 
e 0 r(n+201+;-) = 2+B sinliz - i3&/2 - 
2 2 N2a-in I 
. (&)lir J,,-,(NB) + U(n-3’2) 1 
= pB-+ sjnl/2 0 (n+201-i)! @P .- 
(n + a + /3)“a-+ n! sin1/2 0 
. J2m+(Ne) I- U(M-~/~) (2) 
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according to Lemma 1, where N --- II -1.- ;Y i- p. If we now use Lemmas 4 
and 5 we get 
Putting K(x) == A(x) . B(x), we next look at B(x) =-: & l/B,(x), where 
Bi(X) = I s -- xi p(xJ P~-f’2R--Q)(Xi)l 
=- ~ s -- xi i 2a+R sin2”(8,/2) COSzB(0,/2) sin-’ Bi 
. f p~-),m-+) (cos e, I*+. 
Now let 6 be a positive fixed number and let x E [0, 1 - 61. 
We first study &(x) when 1 x - xi / > 6. Then &(x) 2 6 
according to Lemma 6. Hence Clx-Zil>6 (l/&(x)) 5 0(n1j2). 
&(x) for l/n < 1 x - xi / < 6. Using Lemma 7 we get 
B4-4 - / x - xi 1 zxt4 sin-1 e,n112,-1/z. 
Now Lemma 8 gives 
l,nC,kri,Gs & N 2-(a’a)r~r1,~~+1/2 .+ n In n 
w2-(atB):1n-1/2n1/2 In,, 
. sin-l 0i8(n1/2) 
Next we study 
It remains to study CI~-~J<~,~ (l/&(x)). S ince A(x) is small for these values 
we consider ,4(x) ~lZ~lil<lln (l/B,(x)). Trivially this term is zero for x L== xi , 
i z 1,2,..., n. Now Lemma 7 gives 
k, and k, are independent of i, and n and E,(i) -+ 0 when n -+ co, and hence 
there is an no such that ! x -- xi ~ < l/n can hold for at most sin-l 6 terms if 
n > n,. 
We study any of these, say A(x)/B,(x), and use the Taylor expansion of 
P(x) = PA2a-*r28-J)(~) and p(x). 
4-4 p(x) j P(x): -= -~ 
B,(x) P(Xn> I x - x, I 1 P’(x,)i 
__ #4x,> + (x - -u,> P’(O . P(.U,) -id (X - X,) P’(?j)i 
- P(XJ / x - x, I I P’(x,)l 
< (1 + C(l/n)) . C(1) - C(l), 
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where ] x, - 5 1 < l/n and 1 x,, - 77 1 < l/n, since P(x,) == 0 and according 
to Lemmas 2, 3, and 7, 
P’(cos e) N pa-1 * Q(nV), for ilnde<rj2, 
P’(cos e,) - p-w(n2~+3/2), 
and hence 
Thus 
P’(v) fl(nl/2) P 20 71 
~ - ((pn + k, f 4/42atl * n2”+3 - ‘(l)- P’(x,) 
c 
A(x) __- - O(1) 
12-q <1/n &W 
and 
max 
o<x<l--s 
K(x) N 2m+fl,-l/2n-1/2 0 t11/2 ( ( ) f 2-(C(+-~)+1n-1!2f11/2 In n) + @l(l) 
2 
- - In n. 
T 
Now since 6 is an arbitrary positive number we have shown the asymptotic 
behavior for x E [0, 1). It only remains to study K(X) for x = 1. If 01 > 0 then 
K(1) = Osincep(l) = (1 - l)“(l f 1)4. If cz = 0 then we know by Lemmas I 
and 4 that 
and by Lemma 6 that Bi = (irr + k + o(l))/n for all Bi and hence Lemma 8 
holds for x E [0, I] and K(1) 5 (2/n) In n. This ends the proof. 
Now we can see why it is fruitful to choose the zeros of P(2ti-+*2B-*)(x) 
instead of those of PC2E,zs)(x) which were proposed in [4]. 
The proof of Theorem 2, formula (2), shows that the factor 21/2 sin1/2(0/2) 
c0w(e/2) = sin II2 8 cancels the same factor in the denominator of the 
asymptotic behavior of Pi2a-i*2s-+)(x) which would otherwise contribute 
a factor C(n112) to the result. In Section 3 we can compare the estimates using 
the two different sets of abscissas. 
3. NUMERICAL APPLICATION 
We consider the same example as in [3,4], numerical computation of the 
Fourier transform, 
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S is completely monotonic in the interval (e-l - I, co). According to a 
well-known theorem by Bernstein we can then write 
.f(f) =~ .T,z p--.T(f : 0.5) (j&), I ,;‘ -0.5 :- e--l - I, ix increasing; 
see [8, Theorem 12a]. 
Hence 
We assume that the numerical values off are given at equidistant points 
t, , 4 >.'7 t, , where t, =-= 0.5 +jh. As shown in [3] we can write 
C(w) = J’ $(A; w) p(h) dfqi), 
0 
! 
*l hj-‘p(X) @P(h) = f(tJ, ,j = I, 2 )...) II, 
0 
where 
p is of bounded variation over [0, l] but is not assumed to be known as 
an analytical expression, 
f’ i @(h)I = f’ d/J(h) = f(-0.5). 
‘0 ‘0 
We select I? points {&}Ezl and construct a mechanical quadrature rule 
where the weights mk are determined such that 
f- m,P r= .f(tj), j = I, 2 ,.... n. 
1. =I 
Our strategy for choosing {&}bl is independent of +!I and determined by 
p only. Let Q be the polynomial of degree less than n which interpolates 4 
at {hk}Ez=l . We want to make 
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Since p(h) = hllh, h E [0, l] we use the zeros of the nth degree transformed 
Jacobi polynomial corresponding to the weightfunction hZih--i n accordance 
with Section 2. 
Numerical experiments indicate that the gain in using the actual minimizing 
polynomial is quite modest, as illustrated in the Table I. 
TABLE I 
n 
Improvement factor 
- 
1 2 3 
2 2.7 3.7 5.1 
4 3.1 5.1 3.2 
6 3.4 6.2 3.2 
8 3.5 7.1 3.1 
10 3.7 7.9 10.6 
12 3.8 8.6 11.8 
Table I shows estimates of the improvement factor M*/@, defined in 
Theorem 1. In columns 1 and 2 the abscissas are the zeros of the nth-degree 
transformed Jacobi polynomial with weightfunction hzlh--i and h2ih, respec- 
tively, and the improvement factor is calculated from Theorem 1. Column 3 
shows the results of the theory in [4]. Here the improvement factor is 
computed as 
where 
and {&}jn=:’ are points such that 
(i) 1 e(&)l is a local maximum of the error curve, 
(ii) e(&) e(.$i+l) < 0, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Observe that the estimate according to Theorem 1 is independent of # in 
contrast to the estimate suggested in [4]. 
We report our results for the case w = 10, h = l/8 in Table I. As expected, 
the improvement factors in column 2 are much larger than those in column 1, 
since the asymptotic behavior is U(n1/2 In n) compared to Q(ln n). 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section, some results are given from numerical computation of the 
improvement factor M*/&’ defined in Theorem 1. Three different kinds of 
the weightfunction p(x) have been considered. 
In Table 11, p(x) (1 .~)l(i ~~:~ x)” and x E [--1, 1). We choose the 
net {xi)yZ1 to be zeros of P:L2”e ~,28~1)(.~), where Pc3”‘(.x) is the Jacobi poly- 
nomial with weightfunction (1 .~ .r)‘(l -+- x)“. As we can see, these estimates 
do not vary much with N and p. We also notice that the improvement factor 
does not yet agree with the asymptotic expression 1 -+ (2/r) In II. II :+ 90. 
For larger n we cannot compute any reliable value. Furthermore, we have 
not found any improvement factor greater than 5; o( : -= 0( l)lO, /? O(i)lO. 
TABLE II 
Improvement factor 
n ;I =~ 0, p =: 0 n = 6, ,3 = 3 (Y = 12, /3 = 0 1 + (2,‘~) In II 
- .__. .--__ 
10 3.4 3.2 3.5 2.5 
20 3.9 3.6 3.9 2.9 
50 4.5 4.1 4.2 3.5 
70 4.7 4.3 4.4 3.7 
90 4.8 4.4 4.5 3.9 
In Table III, p(x) =:: e-“’ and x E [-co, co]. We choose the net {x~}~~~ 
to be the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial associated with weightfunction 
e-222 on the interval [ - co, co]. We see that the interpolation polynomials 
are close to the best; the improvement factor is less than 4 if n .< 20. 
TABLE III 
N 
2 2.3 
4 2.7 
6 3.0 
8 3.2 
10 3.3 
12 3.4 
14 3.5 
16 3.6 
18 3.7 
20 3.7 
Improvement factor 
In Table IV, p(x) = e-$ and x E [0, co]. We choose the net (xi}yE1 to be 
the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial associated with weightfunction e-2Z 
on the interval [0, co]. From the table we see that the improvement factor is 
of modest size. 
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TABLE IV 
N Improvement factor 
2 3.8 
4 5.4 
6 6.1 
8 7.8 
10 8.8 
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